Universal Grounding Kit
for HELIAX® Coax, and FiberFeed™ Installations

Read all warnings and instructions before installation.

**WARNING**

Do not attempt grounding kit installation in the presence of thunderstorms. Failure to obey this warning may result in injury or death to you or others.

For HELIAX® coaxial cables install grounds as shown. Center ground is only required if vertical length is over 60M (200ft).

For HELIAX® FiberFeed installation top and bottom ground only required. Additional grounds are optional.
HELIAX® FiberFeed only: Use supplied emery cloth to remove any remaining adhesive off the top of the corrugations.

Follow remaining steps for both cable types.

Break at closest diameter to cables OD after installing onto cable.
NOTICE

The installation, maintenance, or removal of antenna systems requires qualified, experienced personnel. Andrew installation instructions are written for such personnel. Antenna systems should be inspected once a year by qualified personnel to verify proper installation, maintenance, and condition of equipment. Andrew disclaims any liability or responsibility for the results of improper or unsafe installation practices.